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Abstract

Recognition of the importance of intraspecific variation in ecological processes has been growing, but empirical

studies and models of global change have only begun to address this issue in detail. This review discusses sources

and patterns of intraspecific trait variation and their consequences for understanding how ecological processes

and patterns will respond to global change. We examine how current ecological models and theories incorporate

intraspecific variation, review existing data sources that could help parameterize models that account for intraspe-

cific variation in global change predictions, and discuss new data that may be needed. We provide guidelines on

when it is most important to consider intraspecific variation, such as when trait variation is heritable or when

nonlinear relationships are involved. We also highlight benefits and limitations of different model types and argue

that many common modeling approaches such as matrix population models or global dynamic vegetation models

can allow a stronger consideration of intraspecific trait variation if the necessary data are available. We recom-

mend that existing data need to be made more accessible, though in some cases, new experiments are needed to

disentangle causes of variation.
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Introduction

Recently, many authors have stressed the importance

of moving toward more mechanistic models to be able

to describe the response of species and ecosystems to

global change (Kearney & Porter, 2009; Chevin et al.,

2010; Pereira et al., 2010; Schurr et al., 2012). Current

mechanistic and process-based models are typically

based on species-level traits and properties or even on

functional types, but some models are beginning to

account for the fact that species’ traits are neither sta-

tic nor homogenous in space or time (Bolnick et al.,

2011; Violle et al., 2014). For instance, many species

exhibit trait differences between populations, fre-

quently taking the form of geographic clines that cor-

respond to environmental gradients (Aitken &

Whitlock, 2013), and important phenotypic differences

also exist between individuals within populations,

and even within sex, age, or size classes (Bolnick

et al., 2011; Richardson et al., 2014). Such intraspecific

variation can strongly influence ecological processes

and the conclusions drawn from models thereof

(Boyce, 1977; Kendall & Fox, 2002; Grear & Elderd,

2008; Kearney et al., 2009; Kramer et al., 2010; Schin-

dler et al., 2010; Oney et al., 2013). Understanding and

incorporating variation in traits is therefore important

for basic science, for making predictions about global

change impacts, and for managing species affected by

global change.

In this review, we address the following questions:

1. What are the sources and patterns of intraspecific

trait variation?

2. When will intraspecific variation be crucial for eco-

logical responses to environmental change?

3. How do existing models attempt to address trait var-

iation, and have their capabilities to do so been fully

utilized?

4. Are there useful data sources that have been over-

looked, or new data that must be collected?

We will define ‘traits’ broadly, as including pheno-

typic characters (e.g., coat color), behavioral or growth

characteristics (e.g., fast vs. slow growth rate), or indi-

vidual-level demographic rates (e.g., expected number

of offspring).
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Sources and patterns of trait variation

Sources

Intraspecific trait variation may be due to heritable dif-

ferences between individuals, or it may be due to phe-

notypic plasticity in trait values across varying

environmental conditions. Understanding which of

these sources is responsible for trait variability is crucial

for predicting global change responses. If differences in

trait values within a population are due to genetic dif-

ferences, they will be heritable, and therefore, popula-

tion-level means will be subject to change through

natural selection over generational timescales. Plastic-

ity, on the other hand, enables immediate adjustment

of phenotypic traits, which can buffer a population

against rapid environmental change. Plasticity tends to

slow adaptive evolution in the short term by weakening

selective pressures, but by preserving population size

and genetic diversity may enable evolutionary

responses in the long run (Crispo, 2008). The degree of

plasticity exhibited in a trait is typically subject to

genetic control and can therefore also evolve. Stable

conditions, for instance, can select against plasticity if it

is costly (Crispo, 2008). See also Gomez-Mestre & Jo-

vani (2013), who developed a simple heuristic model to

illustrate the potential interactions between plasticity

and adaptation.

Epigenetic differences, which affect gene expression

but not the underlying genetic code, can contribute to

both categories of variation. They contribute to plastic

responses, but some can also be heritable over inter-

mediate time spans (~1–5 generations). For instance,

differential DNA methylation in plants can affect

traits such as flowering time or drought tolerance,

and their heritability (Fieldes & Amyot, 1999; Zhang

et al., 2013). Such heritable epigenetic variation may

aid population adaptation to global change, but not

all epigenetic effects are adaptive: Rats exposed to

pesticides show negative fitness effects over at least

three generations, likely due to methylation changes

(Manikkam et al., 2012). Broadly speaking, any pheno-

typic effect not due to genetics might be said to be

epigenetic. However, as discussed above, ‘plasticity’

refers to nonheritable changes in phenotype due to

environmental variation (Scheiner & Goodnight, 1984),

while the epigenetic effects that have received the

most research attention are heritable (Richards, 2011).

As the molecular basis of phenotypic plasticity

becomes better understood, we may need to develop

new terms distinguishing epigenetic mechanisms with

short-term vs. long-term effects.

Disentangling these different sources of trait varia-

tion is often challenging (Gienapp et al., 2008). Plasticity

can lead to trait variation between populations even

when they are highly genetically similar (Crispo, 2008).

Common garden experiments or pedigree studies are

needed to distinguish plastic and heritable variation

(Wilson et al., 2010; Aitken & Whitlock, 2013; Blanquart

et al., 2013), although distinguishing heritable genetic

and epigenetic effects presents further challenges (Rich-

ards, 2011).

Moreover, which sources of variation are most

important in real ecological systems is still poorly

understood. In recent years, more researchers have

begun to consider the consequences of genetic variation

and evolutionary adaptation in studies of global change

responses (Moran & Alexander, 2014), but epigenetic

mechanisms and maternal effects are still rarely

addressed (Bossdorf et al., 2008). For most species, the

cause of observed trait variation remains unknown.

When genetic and plastic effects on trait values are

disentangled for current global change responses, the

contribution of plasticity has been larger in many sys-

tems (Hoffmann & Sgro, 2011), but this likely reflects

the relatively short time spans involved. Heritability for

traits strongly related to fitness (e.g., fecundity) is gen-

erally lower than for behavioral or morphological traits,

but significant heritability (and therefore potential for

responses to selection) often exists even in these traits

(Mousseau & Roff, 1987). Where heritable changes have

been observed in response to global change, it is gener-

ally in species with short generation times, high fecun-

dity, and/or large population sizes – the types of

species one would expect to exhibit more rapid evolu-

tionary change (Moran & Alexander, 2014).

Patterns

Within a population or geographic area, trait variation

can be structured (varying in a consistent or predictable

way) or unstructured (random) with respect to space,

time, or kinship. For instance, variation due to sex dif-

ferences in mammals and birds would usually be con-

sidered unstructured, because stochastic processes

typically determine sex, as would variation due to

annual fluctuations in an environmental variable

around a stable mean. Persistent differences between

individuals in space or time (in behavior, growth rate,

etc.) are structured variation. Such differences may be

due to either heritable differences or persistent environ-

mental differences that cause plastic responses. Natural

history data can be useful in determining whether vari-

ation is likely to be structured (Kendall & Fox, 2002).

This can be important – for example, misattributing

structured variation to demographic stochasticity can

lead to overestimation of extinction probabilities (Fox &

Kendall, 2002).
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Structured variation in traits across populations or

large geographic areas can often be related to environ-

mental gradients (Fig. 1) or to geographic structure. If

the variation is heritable and dispersal is very low, lack

of genetic variation may inhibit adaptation to changing

conditions; if dispersal is extremely high, the move-

ment of alleles between heterogeneous environments

may counteract local selective pressures (Aitken &

Whitlock, 2013). Adaptive plasticity (trait changes that

increase fitness in the new environment) may facilitate

gene flow by reducing the costs of dispersal, whereas

maladaptive plasticity (e.g., smaller size or lower fecun-

dity when stressed) will do the opposite (Crispo, 2008).

Influences of intraspecific variation on ecological

processes

One way that ecological processes can be affected by

trait variation is due to nonlinearity in the relationship

between the variable trait and the response of interest,

which is expressed by a mathematical relationship

called Jensen’s inequality (Ruel & Ayres, 1999; Bolnick

et al., 2011). This states that when the relationship

between a random variable x and a response variable y

is nonlinear, the expectation for y differs depending on

whether we use the mean of x or the whole distribution.

Specifically, if the relationship y = f(x) is concave up,

then E[y] > f(E[x]), and if it is concave down (convex),

then E[y] < f(E[x]). To give an example, seeds produced

per unit pollen declines with increasing pollen deposi-

tion; when pollen deposition varies, the average seeds

per flower is lower than predicted based on the average

pollen deposited per flower (Richards et al., 2009). Simi-

larly, genetic variation in host insects that leads to

variation in number of eggs per seed can stabilize

host–parasitoid population dynamics via Jensen’s

inequality (Imura et al., 2003).

Biology is rife with nonlinear relationships (Benton

et al., 2006), and therefore, there are many situations

where using the trait mean in a process does not lead to

the same result as using the whole trait distribution.

This can be particularly important in predicting popu-

lation growth and viability. For instance, unstructured

variation in survival probabilities or offspring number

between years typically reduces the long-term average

growth rate in population models (Boyce, 1977), which

increases the extinction probability in small popula-

tions (Kendall & Fox, 2002). The form of the nonlinear

relationship determines how variation affects the

responses. If a matrix model (MM) is constructed with

even age/size bins, survival for the individuals within

the bin will be estimated well for a linear type II sur-

vival curve, but for a type III curve with high juvenile

mortality, the survival of the younger classes will be
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Fig. 1 At the landscape scale (top), trait variation is shaped by large-scale environmental gradients. Within local sites (bottom), pheno-

typic variation in each species is shaped by genetic variation and by plastic responses to the local biotic and abiotic environment. This

variation affects species interactions with one another and with the environment, ultimately impacting individual fitness. Differences

in fitness feed back to affect genetic variation. Local genetic variation is also affected by dispersal between populations (white arrows at

top).
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underestimated, and for a type I curve with late mortal-

ity, the survival of older classes will be overestimated.

This, in turn, leads to under- or overestimation of popu-

lation growth, respectively (Grear & Elderd, 2008).

The type of variation most frequently included in

population models is demographic stochasticity, which

refers to variation in population growth rates resulting

from random variation in survival or reproduction

(Bolnick et al., 2011). This process is most important in

small populations, because as population size increases,

the mean survival or reproduction in a given year will

approach the true population mean. Genetic drift

resulting from demographic stochasticity can lead to

random evolutionary changes in traits.

Intraspecific variation can also have positive effects

on population growth or stability. The portfolio effect,

for example, arises when intraspecific or interspecific

variation reduces the variability of population growth

or an ecosystem service in a temporally variable envi-

ronment (Bolnick et al., 2011). For instance, Schindler

et al. (2010) estimated that asynchrony between local

populations and variation within cohorts of Bristol Bay

salmon led to 2.2-fold lower variability in annual

returns than if the population were homogeneous.

Intraspecific variation (in the form of trait diversity)

can also positively affect average productivity. This can

be due to sampling effects, whereby the larger the num-

ber of species or genotypes included, the more likely it

is that one with high productivity will be present (simi-

lar to the portfolio effect, but in a spatial context), or to

complementarity effects, whereby species or genotypes

use resources differently and thus reduce competition.

For example, ecological experiments (Crutsinger et al.,

2006) and restoration studies (Bischoff et al., 2010) sug-

gest that intraspecific genetic variation (more maternal

families or clones) in plants will often increase primary

productivity (e.g., 50% increase in NPP in 12-genotype

vs. 1-genotype plantings of Solidago altissima) and

reduce variation in establishment success. Genetic dif-

ferences in environmental responses or resource use,

cohort or microsite effects, and subpopulation effects

are all examples of structured variation, although

unstructured variation could potentially contribute to

these stabilizing or productivity-enhancing effects.

Besides having implications for population- or spe-

cies-level responses to global change, intraspecific vari-

ation may also affect species interactions and

community and ecosystem responses. There has been a

renewed effort in recent years to link species traits to

environmental responses and ecosystem processes

(Lavorel & Garnier, 2002), and the need to understand

the role of species interactions in global change

responses has become increasingly well recognized

(Gilman et al., 2010). Variation between individuals in

environmental responses, diet, etc., broadens the niche

for the species as a whole (although population- and

individual-level tolerances may be narrow) and broad-

ens the range of effects a species may have on its envi-

ronment, including on other species. Through heritable

or plastic effects, global change drivers have the poten-

tial to alter species trait distributions in ways that affect

species interactions.

The amount of heritable variation in traits may be

particularly important for species interactions. Overall,

intraspecific genetic diversity in parameters affecting

species interactions (e.g., prey choice) tends to increase

the number of connections and decrease interaction

strength, which in turn tends to increase the stability of

the network by dampening population oscillations and

reducing the probability of cascading extinctions when

a member of the community is lost (Fridley & Grime,

2010; Bolnick et al., 2011; Wolf & Weissing, 2012). Simi-

larly, mathematical models have shown that heritable

variation in prey preference within a predator popula-

tion can alleviate apparent competition between prey

species and affect the dynamics of predator and prey

populations (Schreiber et al., 2011), while higher levels

of heritable variation in both predator and prey can

lead to more stable dynamics (Saloniemi, 1993). The

emerging subfield of community genetics has demon-

strated that genetic variation in a ‘foundation species’

(e.g., in phytochemistry of a common plant) can have

cascading effects on the abundance and community

composition of soil and leaf arthropods, nutrient

cycling, and even higher trophic levels (Crutsinger

et al., 2006; Whitham et al., 2008). For instance, Populus

genotypes in a common garden experiment explained

more than 70% of microbial community composition

and 78% of the variation in microbial biomass (Schweit-

zer et al., 2008). The amount of variation in plastic

responses to global change factors, including shifts in

timing and body size, could also affect species interac-

tions. For instance, if a plant and a pollinator shift their

phenology different amounts in response to climate

change, this could result in a mismatch in timing that

may negatively affect one or both populations (Gilman

et al., 2010) – but if either population exhibits variation

in the extent of the shift, the mismatch would be allevi-

ated.

Evolutionary processes not only can alter trait means

and variability (Fig. 2d), but in some cases can affect

population dynamics directly. In ‘hard selection’, there

is a threshold that individuals must pass to survive or

reproduce (e.g., surviving a minimum temperature)

independent of population size. The removal of indi-

viduals that do not pass the threshold can have a strong

impact on population size and persistence (Saccheri &

Hanski, 2006). If a population is exposed to altered
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environmental conditions, hard selection can reduce its

maximum population growth rate below replacement

levels. If the population evolves a higher intrinsic rate of

population increase (rmax) in the new environment

before it goes extinct, then it can increase again; this is

called evolutionary rescue (Kinnison & Hairston, 2007;

Aitken & Whitlock, 2013). In ‘soft selection’, the strength

of selection is frequency and/or density dependent

(e.g., the largest 20% of individuals survive), and thus

selection may not directly affect population size –
although it can affect population cycles if, for example,

the competing genotypes have reproductive rates that

respond differently to their own density (Saccheri &

Hanski, 2006). For colonizing populations, small evolu-

tionary increases in rmax in the first few generations can

increase the probability of establishment by enabling

super-exponential population growth (Kinnison & Hair-

ston, 2007). This seems to have occurred in some inva-

sive species. For instance, invasive populations of

salmon in New Zealand accumulated changes in a

variety of traits over 26 generations that more than dou-

bled survival and fecundity relative to nonlocal geno-

types (Kinnison & Hairston, 2007).

Shifts in the mean trait value of a population may

change the selective environment experienced by

co-occurring species, resulting in eco-evolutionary

interactions (Post & Palkovacs, 2009). Such eco-evolu-

tionary interactions can alter competitive and trophic

dynamics. Several notable examples come from cases of

introduced species or biological control. Lankau &

Strauss (2007) found that genetic variation in Brassica

nigra’s production of sinigrin, an allelopathic chemical,

promoted community diversity, and vice versa. High-

sinigrin plants did well in heterospecific (newly

invaded) but not conspecific neighborhoods, causing

low-sinigrin plants to tend to increase in areas domi-

nated by B. nigra, finally enabling other species to

re-invade low-sinigrin patches of B. nigra where there

was a 1.5- to 8-fold increase in seedling density com-

pared to high-sinigrin patches. In communities invaded

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2 (a) Variation in a trait deriving from developmental processes (e.g., changes in offspring number with size or age) can be

accounted for – for example, by defining age/size classes to minimize intraclass variation (dashed lines). However, variation in natural

populations is not so simple. (b) If growth rate and offspring number both depend on current size, then small differences in initial size

can cause the relationship between age and fecundity to vary between individuals. In this example, larger individuals grow faster. (c)

Even without such growth correlations, individuals can differ in the relationship between the predictor and response variables, affect-

ing the shape of the function. (d) If such differences are heritable, then trait distributions and the population processes that depend on

them may change over time.
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by the related Allaria petiolata, some resident species

also exhibit the evolution of increased tolerance to sini-

grin, exhibiting up to a 2.8-fold difference in response

to competition (Lankau, 2012).

Starting in the 1960s, many models have examined

the effect of evolution on the dynamics of two-species

systems and have found that evolution can either stabi-

lize or destabilize interactions (Fussman et al., 2007;

Hartig et al., 2014). However, the ecological assump-

tions in these models tend to be relatively simple and

there has been limited work on multispecies systems

(Fussman et al., 2007). One of the best documented

empirical examples is that of myxoma virus and rabbits

in Australia: The virus was introduced as a biological

control but, as has been observed in other host–parasite
systems, evolution led to both reduced virulence of the

virus and reduced susceptibility of the host (Fussman

et al., 2007), dampening oscillations and making popu-

lation crashes less likely.

Dispersal is a further crucial component for under-

standing the effects of trait variability on global change

responses within species and communities, as it affects

the probability of both range shifts and population

expansion as well as the potential for evolution (Aitken

et al., 2008; Kubisch et al., 2014). The interaction

between dispersal and evolution, coupled with inter-

specific interactions, will likely determine the extent to

which species respond to climate change via either

range shifts or local adaptation (Brooker et al., 2007;

Aitken et al., 2008; Atkins & Travis, 2010; Bocedi et al.,

2013).

Dispersal ability is a trait that can evolve and exhi-

bit plasticity itself (Ronce, 2007). Variation in dispersal

affects population spread rates. Dispersers are likely

to be a nonrandom subset of the population in terms

of their behavior (Wolf & Weissing, 2012), size, or

other traits (Nathan et al., 2011). This may result in

important structured variation between new and old

populations and can result in selection on dispersal

traits (Shine et al., 2011). Such increases in dispersal

ability have been documented in the invasive cane

toad and invasive plants, as well as in insects under-

going climate-linked range expansions, and can accel-

erate range shifts (Shine et al., 2011). Conversely, if

most dispersers have low survival due to unsuitability

of the matrix between habitat patches, or if poor dis-

persers are left behind, selection or trait sorting can

lead to reduced dispersal ability (Shine et al., 2011;

Travis et al., 2012; Moran & Alexander, 2014). How-

ever, these changes in dispersal traits may be transi-

tory on a population scale, as dispersal ability can

trade off with other traits (Travis et al., 2012), such as

competitive ability, that are more important in high-

density populations.

Besides evolving itself, dispersal ability strongly

affects the amount of local genetic variation in popula-

tions. This local variation tends to increase the speed of

evolutionary responses because alleles advantageous in

new environment may already be present at moderate

frequencies (Barrett & Schluter, 2007; Wolf & Weissing,

2012). Because species that have small or highly frag-

mented populations and low genetic diversity may

have limited potential for adaptation to changing future

conditions, managers are increasingly considering

‘genetic restoration’ or assisted movement to boost local

genetic diversity (Hoffmann & Sgro, 2011; Aitken &

Whitlock, 2013). The direction of gene flow also mat-

ters: Gene flow from historically warmer areas and

between areas of similar historical climate may increase

the probability that alleles advantageous under climate

change will be present; gene flow from the range center

toward the trailing edge, however, is likely to be unfa-

vorable (Moran & Alexander, 2014).

Modeling approaches and current applications

incorporating intraspecific variation

Population models

Three common approaches for modeling trait variabil-

ity in local populations are MMs, integral projection

models (IPMs), and individual-based models (IBMs).

All three can incorporate unstructured variation by

adding stochastic effects to account for ‘random’ envi-

ronmental variation or demographic stochasticity. All

can also include population–ecological relationships

such as density dependence. They differ more strongly

in their ability to include structured variation. All

approaches can be incorporated into landscape- or

rangewide models, as discussed in the next section.

MMs are an extension of classical population models

– instead of modeling one population with uniform

trait values, they divide a population into several age

or size classes, each of which is uniform in its trait val-

ues. A transition matrix represents fecundity, mortality,

and the transition between classes. The obvious limita-

tion of these models is that they neglect variation in

demographic rates within classes (Boyce, 1977). Particu-

larly, if there is size-dependent growth or growth corre-

lations within classes (2B), this can lead to errors in

prediction (Pfister & Stevens, 2003). Careful use of nat-

ural history to define age or stage divisions (Fig. 2a)

will reduce, but may not eliminate, this problem (Grear

& Elderd, 2008).

MMs can include structured variation in phenotypic

traits, including heritable variation if the traits are dis-

crete and the mode of inheritance is simple. For

instance, Kruger & Lindstrom (2001) divided buzzards
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into three color morphs which differed in reproductive

success. In stage-based models, the distribution of ages

within a stage or variation in the length of time an indi-

vidual occupies a stage can affect dynamics, especially

transient dynamics (de Valpine et al., 2014).

IPMs can be viewed as an extension of MMs, where

differences within a population are modeled by contin-

uous distributions instead of discrete classes (Ellner &

Rees, 2007). Compared to MMs, this makes it easier to

incorporate multiple differences between individuals,

such as differences within a size or age class (Zuidema

et al., 2010; de Valpine et al., 2014).

Heritability can be included in more complex IPMs

by introducing a distribution of trait values within an

age class, and making this distribution in offspring

traits dependent on parental traits (Coulson et al.,

2010). Changes in the environment (Hoffmann & Meri-

la, 1999) and in the amount of genetic variation in a

population due to immigration, selection, or bottle-

necks (Bryant et al., 1986; van Straalen & Timmermans,

2002; Lavergne & Molofsky, 2007) can affect heritabil-

ity. Model projections based on a fixed heritability esti-

mate should therefore only be applied over short time

periods. While cumulative effects (such as survival

effects of past reproduction) are typically not included

in an IPM, age-class models can identify differences in

individual growth rates because fast-growing individu-

als will be unusually large for their age. For instance,

Jansen et al. (2012) found that in a tropical understory

palm, differences in growth between individuals per-

sisted over a lifetime and that fast growers had a 1.8-

fold greater contribution to population growth. IPMs

can also be used to explore trait evolution using an evo-

lutionarily stable strategy (ESS) approach, although this

does not account for transitory dynamics (Ellner &

Rees, 2007).

IBMs, as the name suggests, model a population by

describing each individual separately, using state vari-

ables such as age, size, location, genotype, and fecun-

dity (Grimm & Railsback, 2005). This allows tracking of

cumulative changes over the lifecycle of each individ-

ual (e.g., increasing size or reproductive history), as

well as any conceivable variation between individuals,

including genetic variation in environmental responses.

Besides evolution, they can also incorporate spatial het-

erogeneity and individual movement (DeAngelis &

Mooij, 2005; Dytham et al., 2014).

There are a number of additional advantages associ-

ated with an individual-based approach. Like real pop-

ulations, IBMs have a discrete number of individuals

rather than a continuous value, making them naturally

suitable for capturing the effects of demographic sto-

chasticity in small populations, as well as for simulat-

ing spatial dynamics within a population. Also, they

allow one to explicitly model allelic frequency and

diversity, avoiding the problem of assuming constant

heritability. For instance, Kuparinen et al. (2010) simu-

lated the evolution of growing-season timing in Pinus

and Betula, using a simple multilocus model of bud-

burst and bud-set date, over 100 years of climate

change, and found that a higher adult mortality rate

reduced evolutionary lags.

Due to these advantages, and supported by growing

computing power that makes it possible to simulate

large numbers of individuals, IBMs have become

increasingly popular. A common application is individ-

ual-based forest gap models that project the influence

of environmental factors on productivity and species

composition (Smith et al., 2001). IBMs are also used for

fisheries models and for population viability analysis

(DeAngelis & Mooij, 2005; Frank et al., 2011). Compar-

ing IBMs with different levels of detail to data from real

systems can help to identify which types of variation

are most important in these systems (DeAngelis &

Mooij, 2005; Benton, 2012). IBM simulations can also be

used to test when the simplifying assumptions of other

model classes are likely to lead to problems (Pfister &

Stevens, 2003).

Modeling landscape- or range-scale dynamics

In many global change applications, the focus is not so

much on describing the change in local populations,

but rather on capturing spatial structure and large-scale

dynamics. For this purpose, two approaches exist that

allow including trait variability. The first consists of

using known spatial extensions of the above-described

process-based population models. The second is to

extend widely used statistical approaches such as cor-

relative species distribution models (SDMs) to include

trait variability. We cover both options in this section,

as well as the application of these concepts in dynamic

vegetation models.

Metapopulation or metacommunity models are

extensions of nonspatial population models that

describe spatial structure through assuming a number

of connected local populations (Ovaskainen & Hanski,

2004). Within each local population (patch), population

dynamics may be modeled using any of the approaches

previously described. For example, the CD FISH model,

a simulator incorporating population genetics, demog-

raphy, and stream connectivity, has shown how land-

scape-level connectivity in stream systems can

constrain population vulnerability to environmental

change in salmonid species (Landguth et al., 2014). Spa-

tial integral projection models (SIPMs) combine IPMs

with models of dispersal to predict spread across a

landscape (Jongejans et al., 2011), which can be useful
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in understanding the spread of invasive species, or

native species under climate change. In principle, this

approach allows one to naturally scale-up the effects of

intra-specific variation within and between populations

to examine its impact on larger scales. In practice, the

computational demands of this approach often limit

the size of the landscape that can be simulated.

SDMs aim to predict the occurrence probability of a

species given environmental variables and therefore

the limits and size of its geographic range. The simplest

and still most common approach is to correlate pres-

ences (and absences if available) with environmental

variables. Various criticisms have been raised against

correlative SDMs, mostly relating to the fact that the

realized niche (where the species does occur) can differ

from the fundamental niche (where it could occur) for a

number of reasons, including disequilibrium with the

environment, biotic interactions, and dispersal and

source–sink dynamics (Guisan & Thuiller, 2005). Still,

correlative SDMs are widely used because they make

use of the museum or herbarium records and climate

data that are easily available (Moran & Alexander,

2014).

Due to the challenges of using correlative SDMs to

predict range dynamics, particularly in the presence of

biotic interactions, intraspecific variability, and evolu-

tionary potential, there has been a steady movement

toward including more processes in these models (Dor-

mann et al., 2012). For example, physiological SDMs

make use of knowledge about physiological limits (Por-

ter et al., 2002; Buckley, 2008; R€odder et al., 2009; Buck-

ley et al., 2011) and behavior (Kearney et al., 2009).

While most physiological SDMs to date have been

applied to ectothermic organisms or plants, known

relationships of body size to metabolic rate and/or heat

exchange (Yarbrough, 1971) could be more widely

applied to birds or mammals as well. Hybrid SDMs

add a dispersal model on top of a classical SDM (De

C�aceres & Brotons, 2012; Marion et al., 2012), while

dynamic range models (DRMs) include both explicit

population dynamics and dispersal (Schurr et al., 2012).

SDMs can also be ‘stacked’ to examine the effects of

environmental changes on biodiversity, assuming that

species distributions are either independent (Guisan &

Rahbek 2010) or interacting (Clark et al., 2013).

In all such extensions of classical SDMs, intraspecific

differences can be included in principle, but such appli-

cations are still rare. When intraspecific differences are

included, the most common approach is to describe dif-

ferences in the environmental response of subpopula-

tions by fitting separate SDMs to each subpopulation

across a species’ range. This has mainly been done in

trees, for which good provenance (common garden)

study data are often available (Savolainen et al., 2007).

An example is the PHENOFIT model, which predicts

tree presence based on the link between phenology and

reproductive success, and can allow different popula-

tions different responses (Chuine & Beaubien, 2001).

Incorporating intraspecific population variation in that

way can alter predictions of global change responses,

making them either more (Valladares et al., 2014) or less

(Garzon et al., 2011) severe. For instance, incorporating

population-level differences in Pinus contorta yielded

similar results to a species-level model for current dis-

tribution, but projected less than half as much range

loss under climate change even without migration

(Oney et al., 2013). Ideally, such studies will be based

on or complemented by data confirming genetic differ-

ences in environmental responses, as apparent differ-

ences between subpopulations could also be caused by

biotic interactions or other nongenetic factors.

There are multiple examples in the recent literature

of metapopulation or SDMs being used to investigate

the potential impact of evolution on global change

responses. For instance, using sequentially updated

SDMs, Urban et al. (2007) showed that the maximum

annual temperature of areas occupied by the invasive

cane toad (Chaunus [Bufo] marinus) had increased from

1975 to 2005, interpreted by the authors as niche expan-

sion into increasingly extreme habitats. Models can also

identify when such adaptation could alter dynamics.

Kearney et al. (2009) developed a mechanistic niche

model incorporating a quantitative genetic model to

investigate whether evolution of egg desiccation resis-

tance in the dengue mosquito Aedes aegypti might

enable it to expand its range, and found that it would

take 17.4% less time to reach Darwin under climate

change with a heritability of 0.5 vs. 0.15. Similarly, a

dynamic vegetation model developed by Kramer et al.

(2010) to explore climate change responses in European

beech incorporated a quantitative genetic submodel for

bud burst and stomatal conductance, and found that

adaptive changes could occur at the leading and trail-

ing edge over just 2–3 generations. Interactions between

landscape features, the evolution of dispersal traits,

and spread rates can also be investigated with IBMs

(Travis et al., 2012).

An important caveat is that most models that aim to

project the effects of evolution, with a few exceptions

(Kramer et al., 2010), have not been systematically vali-

dated: for example, by reproducing the current pattern

of local adaptation. We suggest that results should

therefore not be interpreted as predictions, but rather as

indicators that suggest a potential impact of evolution

on environmental responses. It is also unclear how well

the true genetic structure of ecologically important traits

is approximated by the assumptions made in particular

models (e.g., 10 two-allele loci), and it is increasingly
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recognized that models of species presence or persis-

tence need to take into account the phenotypic plasticity

(Chevin et al., 2010; Valladares et al., 2014).

Dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) are

individual- or population-based population models

that have a focus on predicting the composition and

dynamics of the vegetation by describing physiological

processes such as photosynthesis and water uptake,

biotic interactions, and disturbances. In principle, the

structure of these models is well suited to assess the

effects of intraspecific variability in those processes.

However, due to data limitations and computational

constraints, most DGVMs currently still describe vege-

tation dynamics and community interactions in terms

of broad plant functional types (PFTs) that summarize

a potentially large group of similar species. Hence,

potential for improvement exists regarding the repre-

sentation of interspecific as well as intraspecific trait

differences(Hartig et al., 2012).

In recent years, various studies have considered

options to include trait variability in DGVMs. One

approach is motivated by the observation that environ-

mental drivers explain 52% of global variation in traits

(van Bodegom et al., 2014). Allowing traits to vary

within PFTs following observed trait–climate relation-

ships can therefore improve the match of predicted to

observed vegetation types (Verheijen et al., 2013). Simi-

larly, Stahl et al. (2014) demonstrated that a few easily

measured species-level traits could help predict envi-

ronmental range limits in trees, which could impose

useful constraints on a DGVM. R€odder et al. (2009)

found that including physiological limits in an SDM for

slider turtles enabled better prediction of their invasive

range; including similar limits on vegetation types

could provide similar benefits in DGVMs. Trait varia-

tion could also be assumed to arise from a large poten-

tial for plasticity (Nicotra et al., 2010) or genetic

variation (Kramer et al., 2010; Valladares et al., 2014).

Adaptive global dynamic vegetation models construct

communities of trait combinations by filtering those

traits that are most competitive and able to coexist in a

given environment (Scheiter et al., 2013).

To conclude the review of the state of the art in the

field of modeling trait variability, all commonly used

population model types could accommodate trait vari-

ability to a much greater degree than is the current

practice. When trait variability is included, conclusions

can be substantially altered. The inclusion of trait vari-

ability has been limited by computational and data con-

straints. The former constraint is easing as computers

become more powerful, the latter will be discussed in

the next section. Finally, we emphasize that no model-

ing approach is ideal for all situations, but that model

choice rather depends on how the model will be used

and whether there is sufficient data and/or under-

standing of process to parameterize and justify a more

complex model.

Data and methods for parameterizing models that

include trait variation and trait evolution

Recent advances in modeling techniques (see above)

provide increasing flexibility to ecologists and evolu-

tionary biologists to model and understand the conse-

quences of trait variation. However, they also highlight

the need for gathering new data that allows more direct

estimates of structured and unstructured trait variation,

and the need of making existing data better available to

researchers.

Data sources

In particular, at the local scale, useful data for estimat-

ing variation in important traits or demographic rates

often already exist. For example, data on phenotype,

growth, fecundity, and survival are typically collected

at the individual level (Clark et al., 2011), enabling one

to construct trait distributions. If multiple measure-

ments are available for each individual, structured vari-

ation (e.g., individuals that consistently grow faster or

slower) can be distinguished from unstructured varia-

tion. Such longitudinal data can also be used to disen-

tangle plastic vs. evolutionary responses to global

change, using approaches such as the ‘animal model’

(Gienapp et al., 2008) – especially if family relationships

are also known. For instance, phenotypic plasticity in

red squirrels accounted for 62% of an 18-day advance

in average birth date, while 13% was attributable to

evolutionary change (Berteaux et al., 2004).

However, data are rarely synthesized in this manner

and instead are usually aggregated for analysis – for

instance, into species-level means and variances (Clark

et al., 2011). Unless the original data are included as an

appendix, it is usually impossible to obtain the individ-

ual-level measurements from the published literature,

which greatly complicates meta-analysis and means

that information can easily be lost. Fortunately, journals

and funding agencies have been encouraging or, more

recently, requiring researchers to archive data in a more

accessible format. Trait databases are currently being

constructed for many taxa. Plants seem to be better

represented than animals (but see the linked trait

databases at http://scales.ckff.si/scaletool/). The TRY

database, for instance, contains 5.6 million trait entries

for 100 000 plant species around the world, and preli-

minary analyses showed that up to 40% of overall vari-

ation in a trait can be intraspecific (Kattge et al., 2011).

Such data can be used to better define plant functional
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types, and to give an idea of the range of values a trait

may take within a species, although for many species it

is as yet too patchy to, for example, compare trait distri-

butions between multiple populations of a species.

Large-scale observational networks can also provide

useful data. Again, this kind of data tends to be more

abundant for plants than for animals. For instance, For-

est Inventory and Analysis (FIA) censuses have tracked

tree sizes and identities in plots across the United States

for decades, and such data can be used to examine the

variation in global change responses between life

stages, species types, or regions, or to parameterize

individual-based forest models (Canham et al., 2006;

Bell et al., 2014). The new National Ecological Observa-

tory Network (NEON), now coming online, while not

explicitly geared to investigate intraspecific variation,

will be collecting data such as size and reproductive

status for selected species, phenology, soil microbial

metagenomes, as well as detailed measurements of the

physical environment (Keller, 2010). Data on plants’

plastic phenological responses to climate can be

obtained from both observation networks (e.g.,

https://www.usanpn.org/) and meta-databases.

However, to fully investigate the role of intraspecific

variation in species’ environmental responses, new data

specifically collected for this purpose are needed. In

addition to the need for accessible trait-variation data

for a broader range of species, some research questions,

such as those relating to the role of evolution in global

change responses, require specialized experiments or

observations. For instance, while provenance study

data can be useful for understanding tree responses to

climate, these studies rarely included very long-dis-

tance transfers, or populations from or test sites at the

environmental limits (Leites et al., 2012). Another

important consideration is that covariation in traits can

be important for population and eco-evolutionary

dynamics, so sampling schemes should be designed to

make calculation of covariances possible – long-term

demographic data are particularly valuable (Saether &

Bakke, 2000).

Theoretical models can suggest where it is important

to consider variation and therefore where more data

are required. For instance, key factors affecting the

potential rate of evolutionary change, and therefore the

probability of extinction or persistence in a population

facing environmental change, include demographic

properties of populations (e.g., generation time and

maximum population growth rate), the strength of

selection, and the available genetic and environmental

variance in the key traits (Chevin et al., 2010). They can

also suggest when the costs of selection might lead to

extinction (Burger & Lynch, 1995). Gienapp et al. (2013)

provide a good example of applying such models to

real populations. Another key area in which more data

are needed to understand global change responses is

range shifts, as it is unknown in most cases whether

species ranges are currently limited by abiotic factors,

biotic interactions, dispersal, or lack of genetic variation

(Sexton et al., 2009).

Distinguishing genetic (or epigenetic) variation from

plastic responses to the environment tends to require

either detailed, long-term observational data that

enable one to build a pedigree (Wilson et al., 2010) or

common garden experiments in which different geno-

types are reared in one or more common environments

(Blanquart et al., 2013). Unlike the incidental individ-

ual-level data discussed above, which may be able to

generally distinguish structured vs. unstructured varia-

tion, these types of studies are usually specifically

designed to investigate the genetic components of intra-

specific variation. They are thus extremely valuable for

understanding how and when to include genetic varia-

tion in models of environmental responses. However,

because of high cost in time and money, these studies

are rarer than short-term observational trait measure-

ments and have similar issues of accessibility if the data

have not been archived.

If we could better identify the genetic basis of the

trait(s) of interest, extrapolating heritabilities outside of

tested environments would become more feasible. Ge-

nomewide association studies (GWAS), usually making

use of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), are

becoming more widely used as a means of identifying

candidate genes for particular traits of interest. SNP

variation can be correlated either with variation in phe-

notype (e.g., water use efficiency) or with variation in

environment (e.g., climatic water deficit) (Neale & Kre-

mer, 2011). Results are usually qualitatively consistent

with other approaches. However, the amount of varia-

tion explained is typically lower than the total heritabil-

ity because rare variants unique to local families are

often missed, multiple functional alleles may exist, and

linkage disequilibrium and epistasis may interfere with

the analysis (Brachi et al., 2011). Some of the missing

heritability may also be attributable to epigenetic varia-

tion (Bossdorf et al., 2008). A rangewide sample will

have low power to detect significant associations with

phenotype if adaptive alleles are locally common but

globally rare, so sampling must be structured to

account for this (Brachi et al., 2011). Methods for incor-

porating realistic functional genetic submodels into

models of species’ responses to global change are still

in the early stages of development.

Neutral genetic variation (e.g., microsatellites), while

not always closely correlated with functional variation

(Holderegger et al., 2006), is useful for estimating the

degree of gene flow between populations, hybridization,
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or dispersal ability (Aldrich et al., 2003; Ashley, 2010;

Moran & Clark, 2012). Dispersal ability and population

connectivity can also be estimated based on physical

traits in systems for which there are good mechanistic

models, such as wind dispersal of seeds (Kuparinen,

2006), via inverse modeling of observations of dispersed

individuals (Jones & Muller-Landau, 2008), or through

tracking of tagged individuals. Regardless of the

method, it is advisable to take into account intraspecific

variation – for instance, considering that adult trees may

vary in seed production.

A further challenge connected to data on trait vari-

ability is statistical analysis and the connection of these

data to models. Many of the data types we have dis-

cussed above should probably be treated with hierar-

chical statistical models that allow including

underlying dependencies between traits as well as spa-

tial, taxonomic, and phylogenetic structure in the data.

Such multilevel models describe how individual

responses vary according to the context, help avoid

over-fitting because they do not use independent ‘indi-

vidual’ parameters, and enable the proper propagation

of uncertainty from parameters to predictions (Clark,

2003). If vital rate calculations are based on capture–
recapture methods, it may also be important to account

for size effects or stage effects on capture or detection

probabilities (Punt et al., 2006).

For process-based models such as IPMs, DRMs, or

DGVMs, data can be used in two ways: One can use

statistical approaches to infer individual parameters

or subsets of the model parameters first and then

use the process-based model to calculate the conse-

quences of those parameter estimates. An alternative

is to infer model parameters inversely for the entire

model simultaneously, using the raw observations.

For DRMs and SDMs, for example, this is often still

possible in a hierarchical Bayesian approach (Bykova

et al., 2012; Marion et al., 2012). For more complex

models such as DGVMs, it may become necessary to

resort to simulation-based inference methods to cali-

brate model parameters (Hartig et al., 2011). Bayesian

approaches allow mixing parameter estimates from

independent analysis and from calibration, which

allows a flexible mix of both approaches (Hartig

et al., 2012).

Conclusions

When variation matters

Generally, intraspecific variation is likely to be impor-

tant for understanding responses to global change (i)

for phenotypic traits that affect demography, (ii) when

the relationship of interest is a nonlinear function of

the trait (Jensen’s inequality), (iii) in small popula-

tions, where demographic stochasticity can cause

mean demographic rates or phenotypic traits to fluc-

tuate, (iv) when variation in the trait of interest is

structured (because structured variation cannot be

accounted for merely by adding stochasticity to a

model), and (v) if the timescale of interest spans mul-

tiple generations, and the trait is likely to be under

directional selection (e.g., drought tolerance under

climate change).

Mechanistic models can be helpful in identifying

which traits or demographic rates have the largest

effect on a process of interest, and where variation

might be most important. For instance, Nathan et al.

(2011) found that for wind-dispersed trees, the plant

traits most important for migration rate tended to be (i)

age at maturity, (ii) postdispersal survival, (iii) seed ter-

minal velocity, (iv) fecundity, (v) tree height, and (v)

time between seed crops. Conversely, natural history

data can suggest what traits should be allowed to vary

in models: In Pinus sylvestris, for instance, there is little

variation in seed wing loading because seed mass and

wing size are correlated, but isolated trees have more

seeds than those in dense populations (Debain et al.,

2003).

Incorporating variation in global change models

Although models differ in their ability to include trait

variation, it seems from our analysis that the opportu-

nity for including and analyzing trait variability has

not been fully explored or exploited in any of the

modeling approaches we considered. The main reason

seems the lack of data and computational restrictions.

As both limitations should ease in the coming years,

we hope that these capabilities will become more

widely used.

Data needs for the future

Computational limits can be expected to improve with-

out active effort of the ecological community, but the

limits on data will not. Existing data collected at the

individual level should be more frequently used to

investigate intraspecific variation. The growing avail-

ability of databases and data archives mean that future

meta-analyses and models will be able to rely less heav-

ily on published trait statistics and therefore will be

able to address variation more accurately. However, for

distinguishing causes of structured variation that may

have different effects (e.g., genetic vs. environmental),

more specialized experiments are required. Data from

these variation-focused studies also need to be made

more widely available.
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Summary

Intraspecific variation has been gaining attention in eco-

logical theory. Empirical studies quantify and classify

variation in real populations, while developments in

modeling techniques enable the effects of variation to

be assessed in more sophisticated ways. Successfully

integrating theoretical insights with these new data and

modeling techniques will be crucial for making robust

predictions of species responses to global change.
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